New Features

FOR THE ‘NEW NORMAL’ AVAILABLE NOW

TOUCH FREE SIGN-IN
Visitors and contractors can now sign-in without touching the screen
Improves safety and reduces human-to-human transmission of germs
Supports ad-hoc/unknown visitors and contractors, plus pre-booked visitors
Quick and easy to use

TEMPERATURE SCREENING
Screen visitors for elevated body temperature
Contact-free screening with state of the art IR temperature sensor
Simple and speedy, it takes less than 2 seconds to check temperature
Deny access for anyone with an elevated body temperature
Available as stand-alone or integrate with EntrySign and/or access control

SMART SANITIZATION
Encourage good hygiene and clean hands
Reduces risk of human-to-human transmission
Require visitors/contractors to sanitize in order to complete the sign-in process
Helps to maintain a safe and healthy school/workplace

Mounting Solutions

All-in-one Touchscreen
A compact, stylish 15.6” sign-in
screen welcomes visitors and displays
clear and simple sign-in instructions.

A range of stylish desk
and wall mounting
options complement
any reception area.

Built-In Camera
Captures photographs of visitors
and also reads QR codes for
quick visitor sign-in/out.

NEW!
Temperature Screening

NEW!

Contact-free body temperature screening with
state of the art IR temperature sensor. Optional.

Smart Connected Sanitizer
Require visitors and contractors to
sanitise their hands in order to complete
the sign-in process. Optional.

www.entrysign.co.uk

www.entrysign.co.uk

NEW!
Touch Free Sign-in

Biometrics

Visitors and contractors can now
sign-in without needing to touch
the EntrySign screen. Optional.

Badge Printer
Quickly produces clear and durable
visitor badges. Thermal printing
technology requires no ink to ensure
low running costs.

RFID Reader
Universal, multi-format contactless
card/fob reader offers simple and fast
sign in/out. Compatible with most
card/fob technologies.

Offers quick and convenient sign
in/out using fingers/thumbs.
Optional.

Dedicated QR Code Reader
Offers rapid QR code acquisition,
ideal for high traffic environments
and event sign-in.
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